In this paper, I present a specialized opensource crawler that can be used to obtain bias-reduced samples from the web. First, I briefly discuss the relevance of bias-reduced web corpus sampling for corpus linguistics. Then, I summarize theoretical results that show how commonly used crawling methods obtain highly biased samples from the web. The theoretical part of the paper is followed by a description my feature-complete and stable ClaraX crawler which performs so-called Random Walks, a form of crawling that allows for bias-reduced sampling if combined with methods of post-crawl rejection sampling. Finally, results from two large crawling experiments in the German web are reported. I show that bias reduction is feasible if certain technical and practical hurdles are overcome.
1 Corpus Linguistics, Web Corpora, and Biased Crawling
Very large web corpora are necessarily derived from crawled data. Such corpora include COW (Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2012) , LCC (Goldhahn et al., 2012) , UMBC WebBase (Han et al., 2013) , and WaCky (Baroni et al., 2009) . A crawler software (Manning et al., 2009; Olston and Najork, 2010 ) recursively locates unknown documents by following URL links from known documents, which means that a set of start URLs (the seeds) has to be known before the crawl. Diverse crawling strategies differ primarily in how they queue (i. e., prioritize) the harvested links for download. A typical real-world goal is to optimize the queueing algorithm in a way such that many good corpus documents are found in the shortest possible time, in order to save on bandwidth and processing costs (Suchomel and Pomikálek, 2012; Schäfer et al., 2014) . Such an efficiency-oriented approach is reasonable if corpus size matters most. However, the goals of corpus construction might be different for many corpora intended for use in corpus linguistics. Especially in traditional corpus linguistics, where forms of balanced or even representative corpus design (Biber, 1993) are sometimes advocated as the only viable option, web corpora are often regarded with reservation, partly because the sources from which they are compiled and their exact composition are unknown (Leech, 2007) . Other corpus linguists are more open to web data. For example, in branches of cognitively oriented corpus linguistics where the corpus-as-input hypothesis is adopted-e. g., Stefanowitsch and Flach (2016 in press)-, nothing speaks against using large web corpora. Under such a view, corpora are seen as reflecting an average or typical input of a language user. Consequently, the larger and thus more varied a corpus is, the better potential individual differences between speaker inputs are averaged out.
Even under such a more open perspective, corpus designers should make sure that the material used for a web corpus is not heavily biased. Naive crawling can lead to very obvious biases. For example, Schäfer and Bildhauer (2012, 487) report that in two large-scale crawls of the .se top-level domain, the Heritrix crawler (Mohr et al., 2004) ended up downloading 75% of the total text mass that ended up in the final corpus from a single blog host. The final corpus was still 1.5 billion tokens large, and seemingly large size does thus not prevent heavy crawling bias in web corpora, as the Swedish web most certainly does not consist of 75% blogs.
Apart from such immediately visible problems (which, admittedly, can be solved by relatively simple countermeasures) there are structural and hard to detect biases introduced by all variants of the ubiquitously used breadth-first search (BFS) crawling algorithm. 1 As theoretical work has shown, BFS is biased towards web pages that have a high in-degree, i. e., pages to which many other pages link (Achlioptas et al., 2005; Kurant et al., 2010; Maiya and Berger-Wolf, 2011) . It follows that crawling algorithms used for corpus construction so far do not give each page the same chance of being sampled. They do not perform uniform random sampling, and it is mathematically impossible to correct for BFS bias post-hoc.
Although the problem has been mentioned sporadically in the web-as-corpus literature, for example by Ciaramita and Baroni (2006, 131) or Schäfer and Bildhauer (2013, 29-34) , nobody has ever tried to investigate whether such fundamental biases pose a problem. As of today, it is simply unclear whether even corpus linguists of the more permissive type (w. r. t. corpus composition) can rely on web corpora as being good samples of the whole text mass on the web. 2 Thus, retrieving unbiased (and thus technically speaking representative) samples from the web is not only important for fundamental research, but it might ultimately help to improve the acceptance of web corpora in corpus linguistics. I want to point out that the term representative(ness) in the remainder of this paper is used in a purely statistical-i. e., sampling-theoretic-way: a web corpus is representative of the documents on the web if each page had the same chance of being sampled. 3
1 The simplest BFS prioritizes harvested links in the order that they were harvested. Optimizations usually depart slightly from BFS and add mechanisms by which those links receive higher priority which promise to lead to better content according to some metrics.
2 I want to point out in passing that Google searches are most likely not an appropriate method of obtaining unbiased samples from the web, especially because we have no way of knowing how Google selects and sorts search results. Biber and Egbert (2016, 9) call their corpus based on Google queries 'representative' but at the same time admit that the sampling method does not guarantee representativeness. See Kilgarriff (2006) or Schäfer and Bildhauer (2013, 6-7) for summaries of why Google is not a good choice for sampling corpus documents.
3 While such samples might ultimately not be the optimal samples for certain specific research questions, they are clearly required in order to establish a basis for any further (informed/stratified) sampling. A common example in introductory statistics courses teaches students that obtaining a sample for an opinion poll at the convention of a single party is useless for predicting the outcome of an election, no matter how large the sample is. It would be highly biased without any chance of correcting the bias through additional stratification. The work presented here will ultimately help to make In this paper, I mainly describe the features and configurability of an open-source crawler which can be used for bias-corrected sampling from the web. I also show some preliminary results from the analysis of large experimental crawls in the German-speaking segment of the web. In Section 2, I briefly discuss crawling algorithms which allow for the (partial) correction of crawling biases. The system description of the crawler follows in Section 3. Finally, I present the experimental results in Section 4.
Methods for Bias Correction
In the theoretical literature, algorithms for biasfree crawling have been proposed. When considering such algorithms, it is vital to understand that the web forms a directed graph and that all crawlers implement a strategy by which they explore this graph. The web pages are the nodes of the graph, and each link from one page to another forms an edge. Any web crawler moves from node (page) to node by following edges (links), and it consequently implements a graph search algorithm (like BFS). The web graph is directed (and not undirected) because links cannot be followed backwards. 4 It has been suggested by Henzinger et al. (2000) and Rusmevichientong et al. (2001) that bias-free samples can be obtained from directed graphs by applying Random Walk algorithms (RW) instead of BFS. See also the summary in Schäfer and Bildhauer (2013, 29-34) . A RW jumps from page to page by randomly selecting exactly one outgoing link, following it, and discarding all others. No additional restrictions are imposed on the walker's search path, and thus revisits of pages seen before are conceptually desired. 5 A subtype of the RW algorithm reserves a certain probability at each step of jumping to a random URL instead of following a link. 6 Fundamental results show that RW crawling is also biased, but in a way that we can correct for.
sure that our web corpus sampling procedures do not suffer similar fatal biases.
Essentially, RWs sample pages with a probability that is dependent on their PageRank. The PageRank (Brin and Page, 1998 ) is a well known metric and essentially a generalization of the indegree. See the accessible summary in Bryan and Leise (2006) . While the exact PageRank of each page can only be calculated if the whole graph is known, Henzinger et al. (2000) show that a page's PageRank can be estimated from the number of times a long RW revisits the page. Bias correction is then just a matter of applying a form of rejection sampling to all pages visited by the RW (the biased sample): by sampling pages from the biased sample with a probability inverse to their estimated PageRank, one can create an unbiased sample. Rusmevichientong et al. (2001) show that Henzinger's rejection sampling method, while strongly alleviating the bias, does not remove it completely because the PageRank estimation is inexact. They suggest a modified algorithm which increases the precision of the estimation by performing additional independent RWs originating from each node of the original RW (for mathematical details see their paper).
The crawler described in Section 3 can be used for both types of bias correction. However, preliminary results reported in Section 4 show that only Henzinger's algorithm might be feasible for web crawling, and even that only with certain modifications.
An Experimental Random Walker
In this section, I describe a highly configurable experimental crawler called ClaraX that performs random walks through the web graph: a walker rather than a crawler. I call it experimental because it is intended for experiments and fundamental research, not for the construction of large web corpora. The software is feature-complete and stable, compiles on GNU/Linux and OSX, and it is made available (including the source code) under a maximally permissive 2-clause BSD open-source license. 7
Crawling Architecture
The basic crawling strategy implemented in the walker is a simple RW. In other words, the walker walks from document to document, always following a single randomly selected outgoing link from the current document, discarding all other 7 https://github.com/rsling/texrex links. Consequently, it starts with a single seed URL. A random jump probability can be specified, in which case a file with a list of seed URLs must be passed. The walker will then jump to a random link from the list instead of following a link from the current page with the specified probability. The walker implements all essential crawler functionality. This includes
• URL scope restriction via regex • URL block regexes • politeness restrictions (including robots.txt)
• obfuscation through User-Agent forging and randomized waits • web page caching • HTTP time-out control • crawl step limit/maximal path length
The basic URL selection scheme is simply random selection of one link from each page (see Section 2). However, for practical reasons, the walker can be configured to follow
• links to entirely different hosts • links to different virtual hosts (such as www.host.com and forum.host.com) • links to the exact same host • any combination of the above Further URL selection is implemented based on the integrated post-processing described in Section 3.2. If the walker jumps to a page which turns out to be too short, too bad in terms of text quality, written in the wrong language, etc., then the walker can be set to discard this step and try another random link from the previous page. This effectively allows users to define sub-graphs of the web graph which the walker should explore.
Finally, the walker offers ways of dealing with dead ends. A dead end is reached when a page does not contain any links, or if all outgoing links from a page have been tried but none of the linked documents fulfilled the defined criteria. Since a RW always follows a single non-branching path through the web graph, it cannot continue from such a page. In this case, a forced jump to another seed URL can be performed, or the walk can be terminated. Alternatively, the walker can backtrack. This means that it follows its own path backwards and tries alternative paths. 8
Built-in Processing and Output Formats
The walker integrates a full post-processing tool chain consisting of diverse modules, such as an HTML stripper, a UTF-8 converter and NFC normalizer, a boilerplate detector, and a language detector/text quality evaluator based on frequencies of function words. The post-processing modules are re-used from the previously developed texrex software (Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2012; Schäfer, 2016b; Schäfer, 2016a) . The walker documents the progression of the RW in a short and a long file format. Python scripts are available which convert these files to JSON, allowing anyone to easily read in the data. Also, the original HTML documents are stored in a subset of the ISO WARC file format. 9 Furthermore, a processed clean corpus is stored in the simple (but fully well-formed) XML that is also used for the COW corpora. Finally, in order to locate nearduplicate documents in the resulting corpus, wshingles (Broder, 2000) are stored in separate files for later analysis with included tools.
First Experiments
In this section, I present results from two experiments performed using the walker described in Section 3. For both experiments, the walker was configured to:
• walk only within the top-level domains .at, .ch, and .de, which are associated with countries where German is the (or one of the) major official languages • only proceed if the documents found were written in German • obfuscate the fact that it was a crawler, transmitting a false User-Agent header and not respecting robots.txt • be very polite with a minimal wait of 10 seconds between requests to a host • use a list of over 15 million seed URLs extracted from the large German DECOW14 web corpus
In other words, the experiments relate to the sub-segment of the web that can be called the German-speaking web.
using backtracking. Given the size and complexity of the web graph, however, backtracking can only be used effectively combined with a relatively low maximal desired path length.
9 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_ detail.htm?csnumber=44717 
Link Structures on the Web
The first experiment was a baseline experiment intended to establish how web pages and web hosts link to each other, allowing an estimation of the feasibility of any subsequent sampling experiments. The walker was configured to follow any link, including host-internal links. The essential numbers are reported in Table 2 . While the average number of steps made before the walker jumped to a new web host was as low as 16.42, the walk often bounced back and forth between two or three hosts which strongly linked to each other, leading to an average 890.83 documents per host in the whole experiment. The 10 longest singlehost segments of the RW are shown in Table 1 .
These results are not surprising because it is known that web hosts strongly link internally, and that there is strong linking within clusters of hosts, not necessarily but often for purposes of search engine optimization. What this experiment establishes is that we cannot perform naive RWs jumping from page to page and expect bias correction algorithms to work in any real-world web corpus creation scenario. Link structures between single pages are so pathologically biased that we would have to crawl for much longer than feasible. What seems more appropriate than page-level bias correction is host-level bias correction, to which I turn in the next section.
Host Walking and Bias Reduction
The first experiment showed that just following any link makes RWs practically useless. In the second experiment, the walker was therefore configured to follow only links leading to different hosts. This changes the interpretation of the web graph as explored by the walker: it is viewed as a graph composed of hosts (not pages) as nodes. Furthermore, the random jump probability was set to 0.1, making sure that the walker could not get stuck between neighboring hosts of a link farm, etc. The essential figures are reported in Table 2. Compared to the first experiment, the average number of pages per host drops dramatically from 890.83 to 10.25. Figure 1 : Number of pages (y) visited in the second experiment per host (x), sorted in decreasing order, and the theoretically expected document counts when applying Henzinger's rejection sampling method depending on the targeted biasreduced corpus size, given as n; log-log axes I then projected the expected corpus sizes and the per-host probabilities for the rejection sampling process. The logic behind these projections is that aggressive rejection sampling can easily lead to a situation where hosts with a high PageRank receive a near-zero probability of being sampled from the crawl and making it into the final corpus. Figure 1 shows the expected page counts per host in the biased and bias-corrected corpora if a final corpus of a specific size is desired. The lines for the bias-corrected corpora show the expected number of pages per host that would be retained after naive and aggressive bias-correction.
For example, if we target a bias-reduced corpus of 1 million documents, most of the very prominent hosts from the original RW receive an extremely low probability of being sampled from the walk. On the other hand, hosts which had a very low document count in the original RW would have to contribute more documents than we actually have. If we perform the rejection sampling such that hosts which were visited only once during the original RW contribute (on average) one document to the bias-corrected corpus, we can only keep approximately 125,000 documents in total, in which case the 108,523 most prominent hosts are (on average) not represented at all in the bias-corrected corpus. In other words, a RW with 2 million steps is too short for aggressive rejection sampling, which only goes to show how strong the bias in the original walk is.
Outlook
The type of experiment described in Section 4.2 appears suitable for the creation of web corpora which are representative samples of the population of web documents. However, we obviously need to run much longer RWs, and we need to perform simulations on artificial graphs in order to test how well less aggressive (but more practically feasible) bias-reduction works, which would enable us to retain more documents in the rejection sampling step.
Apart from implementing these steps, I will also explore the effects of bias reduction on the composition of web corpora through automatic classification of the documents in the resulting corpora, for example by content and register. 10 This will finally make it possible to compare different methods of crawling (BFS as used for the COW corpora and bias-corrected RWs) in terms of the linguistically relevant effects on corpus composition that they might have.
